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Abstract. PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS) is an elastomer increasingly used
to produce soft objects by replication, in a variety of fields including soft
electronics, microfluidics, tribology, biomechanics and soft robotics. While PDMS
replication is usually considered faithful at all scales, down to nanoscales, detailed
quantitative comparisons between the geometric features of the mold and the
replicated object are still required to further ground this commonly accepted view.
Here, we show that the top surface of centimetric parallelepipedic PDMS blocks,
molded on a rigid plate, deviates from its expected flatness, the amplitude of the
deviation being dependent on the crosslinking protocol. As a practical solution,
we identify a suitable two-steps protocol which eliminates those replication errors.
Using finite element simulations, we show that the effect originates from a thermal
contraction when the sample cools from the curing temperature down to the
operating temperature. This phenomenon actually applies at any length scale,
and finely depends on the sample’s aspect ratio and boundary conditions. Our
results should help mitigating replication errors in all applications where a well-
defined sample geometry is required.
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1. Introduction

PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS) is a low cost elas-
tomeric material combining large compliance, large
toughness, good chemical resistance and biocompati-
bility. Sample preparation is relatively simple and usu-
ally involves crosslinking of the PDMS chains contained
in a liquid mixture, inside a mold. In this respect,
PDMS is usually deemed to enable good replication of
the mold global shape and of the topographical features
of its surfaces (roughness), down to the microscale, and
even nanoscale. [1, 2, 3]. And indeed, it has been used
for replication purposes in a variety of fields including
lab-on-chip [4], soft electronics [5], microfluidics [6, 7],
biomechanics [8], soft robotics [9], metamaterials [10]
and tribology [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

The replication quality has been considered as
an important question at small scales, micrometric
and below [1]. In particular, it has been found that
for the tiniest nanoscale features, the replication is
more accurate when the crosslinked PDMS is stiffer
and when, in its fluid state, it better wets the solid
mold [16, 2, 3]. In contrast, the replication quality
at large scales, millimeter or centimeter, has received
relatively less attention. The issue is however crucial
in some cases where a wide range of scales is of interest
on the very same PDMS sample. As an example,
Romero et al. [17] considered a centimetric, nominally
flat sample, decorated by an array of microspheres
with individual heights intended to be controlled at
the micrometer scale. Unexpectedly, when that sample
was pressed against a flat glass plate, the pressure field
was found heterogeneous at the overall sample scale.
This observation suggested that the macroscopic shape
of the sample departed from the expected flatness, by
an amount sufficient to modify significantly the desired
microspheres height distribution.

In this context, we revisit here the question of
PDMS replication quality, with an experimental em-
phasis on large scales, by preparing parallelepipedic
samples directly on rigid plates, and investigating the
deviations to flatness of their largest free surface. For
the material, we focus on the most widely used PDMS
in the scientific literature: Dow Corning’s Sylgard 184.
In the vast majority of cases, it is crosslinked in a sin-
gle step at a fixed temperature, before demolding. The
curing temperature (from room temperature to 150 ◦C)
and cross-linking duration (from a few minutes to sev-
eral days) vary widely in the literature, as illustrated

in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Various single-step curing protocols for
PDMS Sylgard 184 in the literature.

Temperature (◦C) Time (min) References

150 10 [18] [19]
150 30 [20]
100 60 [21]
100 180 [22]
85 120 [23]
85 180 [21]
80 120 [24]
80 300 [25]
75 1440 [26]
70 30 [27]
70 2880 [11]
65 120 [28]
65 240 [21]
65 Overnight [29] [30]
60 720 (12 h) [31]
Room Temperature Overnight [32] [33]
Room Temperature 48 h [34] [33]
Room Temperature 9000 (6.25 days) [12]

Here, by testing various curing protocols (Sec. 2.1),
we first show that no single-step protocol is capa-
ble of ensuring both a satisfactory replication quality
(Sec. 3.1) and a fully completed cross-linking reaction
(Sec. 3.2). We then propose a two-steps curing proto-
col which solves those two problems at once (Sec. 4.1),
and discuss the respective roles of the main aspects of
this protocol (Sec. 4.2). Finally, based on finite element
calculations (Sec. 3.4), we identify thermal contraction
as the physical origin of the replication errors observed
with single-step protocols (Sec. 4.3), and discuss its
dependence on sample size, aspect ratio and boundary
conditions (Sec. 4.4).

2. Methods

2.1. Sample preparation

The mold – A mold is fabricated out of an aluminum
2017 A block (30mm×30mm×12mm). One face
of the block is first prepared as a planar reference
surface. Then, a 7.2mm deep parallelepipedic cavity
is excavated below that reference surface (see Fig. 1
for the dimensions), using a micro-milling machine
(Minimill GX, Minitech) with a flat-ended tool of
diameter 2 mm. The mold is then closed by pressing a
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Figure 1: Mold preparation. A parallelepipedic
block of Aluminum 2017A (a) is micro-
machined to prepare a 7.2mm deep cavity
(b) of lateral sizes 22mm×25mm (c). (d):
picture of the final mold.

lid made of a stack of three microscope glass slides
(each of thickness 1mm) on what remains of the
reference plane, and held in place by two clips (red
in Fig. 2). The stack of slides serves to increase the
bending rigidity of the glass lid, thus avoiding any
deviation from flatness of the final PDMS sample that
would be simply due to a non-planar lid. Note that the
milled cavity reaches one of the sides of the aluminum
block (top side in Fig. 1(c)), thus enabling filling of
the cavity with the fluid PDMS mixture from that side
(see Fig. 2).

PDMS mixture – Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer is
supplied as a two-parts liquid component kit: a pre-
polymer base (part A) and a curing agent (part B).
When mixed together, the obtained liquid is curable
either at room temperature or at elevated temperatures
(Troom < T < 150 ◦C) according to the Sylgard
184 Technical Data Sheet [35]. All PDMS samples
fabricated are mixed at the recommended mass ratio
of 10 parts of base to 1 part of curing agent. To ensure
standardization and repeatability across all samples,
the mixing process is performed using a commercial
mechanical stirrer (IKA Ministar 40). All samples
are thoroughly mixed for a duration of 10min at a
speed of 500 rpm. In order to fabricate bubble free
test samples, the mixed uncured PDMS is thoroughly
degassed in a vacuum dessicator at low pressure for at
least 30min using a vacuum pump, until the mixture
shows no more air bubbles. The very same degassed
PDMS mixture is then poured into two containers,
each enabling a specific measurement (see Sec. 2.3):
(i) the aluminum mold described in the previous

paragraph (and closed with its glass lid) for topography
measurements and (ii) a Petri dish (diameter 54mm)
for elastic penetration depth measurements.

Curing protocols – The PDMS mixture is finally
cross-linked, using one of the various following curing
protocols, the outcomes of which will be compared
in Sec. 3. First, we consider three single-step
curing protocols, with three different combinations of
temperature and curing time: (i) 48 h at 25◦C (as
suggested in [35]), (ii) 5 h30 at 50◦C (two realizations)
and (iii) 1 h30 at 80◦C (two realizations). At the end
of the curing phase, the parallelepipedic PDMS sample
is demolded by carefully removing the aluminum mold,
which leaves the sample stuck on the first glass plate of
the stack (see Fig. 2(c)). The exposed PDMS surface
parallel to the glass plate, denoted from here and below
as the “free surface”, is the one on which flatness
measurement are performed (see Sec. 2.3). Second,
we consider a two-steps protocol (later denoted as our
”solution protocol”) consisting of (i) a first curing step
at 25 ◦C for 24 h, (ii) demolding, and (iii) a second
curing step at 80 ◦C for 1.5 h. Finally, we consider
an alternative two-steps protocol (later denoted as our
”alternative solution protocol”) in which the second
curing step is performed at 50 ◦C for 24 h.

2.2. Monitoring of the cross-linking reaction

To monitor the kinetics of solidification of the initially
liquid PDMS mixture, we use oscillating shear rheology
(AR 2000 rheometer by TA Instrument). We use
a plane-conical geometry (cone radius, angle and
truncation are 20mm, 4◦ and 111µm, respectively),
and measure both the storage and loss moduli of
the material, G′ and G′′ respectively, every 10 s with
oscillations of amplitude of 0.5% and a frequency of
1Hz.

2.3. Measurements on cross-linked samples

For each curing protocol, the elastic penetration depth
of a rigid indentor into the cross-linked PDMS is
measured on the wafer-like sample molded in the
Petri dish, using a commercial Shore A durometer
(Shore Instrument & MFG. Co. INC. New York
U.S.A.). All measurements are performed following
the norm ASTM D2240, and are thus conventionally
given as a hardness in shore A units. Note that no
irreversible deformation of the material is detected
at the indented location. As a consequence, the
measurements reflect the elasticity of the sample and
not its plasticity, despite the ”hardness” appellation.
The measurements are recorded as soon as complete
indentation is established, to mitigate against the
subsequent relaxation of the elastomer. Each
datapoint is the mean value over five measurements,
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Pouring of PDMS mixture in the mold Curing step Sample after demolding
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Figure 2: PDMS sample preparation. (a) The aluminum mold (grey part, same as in Fig. 1) is closed by a stack
of three glass plates, and the liquid PDMS mixture is poured from top. After curing (b), the sample
is carefully demolded, while remaining attached to one of the glass plates (c). The free surface on
which profilometry measurements are performed is indicated on the bottom left sketch of (c). Right
column of (c): pictures of a typical sample.

each made at a different location along the sample’s
surface.

The topography of an about 17mm×17mm cen-
tral region of the free surface of each parallelepipedic
sample is measured using an optical interferometric
profilometer (Bruker Contour GT K1), with a xy frame
aligned with the sides of the parallelepiped. The to-
pographies are analyzed through the following steps
(see Fig. 3):

- First, by using the Mountains Maps software, a
region of interest (ROI) of 14mm×14mm is cropped
out of the raw topography (Fig. 3(a)), with its center
matching the center of the mold cavity (identifiable
by a slight topography defect due to the milling
initiation). Then, the aberrants points, inherent to any
interferometric techniques, (scattered white points in
Fig. 3(a)) are removed using the tool ”remove outliers”.
A central square sub-region (in white in Fig. 3(a)) is
further discarded due to the presence of the above-
mentioned milling defect. The topography is then
levelled by removing its average plane.

- Second, by using the Matlab software, the
levelled topography is fitted with an elliptic paraboloid
whose axis of symmetry is parallel to the z-axis, defined

by the equation z = z0 + x′2

2R1

+ y′2

2R2

. z0 is a non-
physical vertical offset, which is then removed from all
subsequent steps, thus defining a vanishing height at
the apex of the fitted paraboloid.

The iso-heights of the paraboloid are ellipses (see
Fig. 3(b)), the principal axes of which define the in-
plane x′ and y′ axes, that are orthogonal to each other,
but rotated by an angle θ with respect to the x and y

axes of the acquired topographies (see Fig. 3(b)). R1

and R2 (R1 < R2) correspond to the radii of curvature
of the paraboloid, at its apex, along the x′ and y′ axes,
respectively. An alternative estimator of the flatness
error is also computed as the height zc reached by
the fitted paraboloid at an arbitrarily chosen location
such that x′ = 7mm (corresponding to half of the
ROI lateral size) and y′ = 0mm. zc is illustrated

on Fig. 3(c), where a typical experimental topography
profile along the x′ axis is shown, together with the
corresponding profile of the fitted paraboloid. One can
see that choosing a paraboloid to fit our experimental
data gives reasonably good results, which is confirmed
by a large goodness of fit as indicated by R2 values
larger than 0.975 for curing temperatures 50 and 80 ◦

(for 25 ◦, the shape error being very small, the signal
to noise ratio is weak, thus yielding a much poorer
fitting quality). Also note that the paraboloid apex
(x′ = y′ = 0mm in Fig. 3(b)) is always found close to
the center of the ROI (x = y = 0mm in Fig. 3(b)).

2.4. Finite element calculations

Static finite element simulations of the thermal
contraction of our samples are performed using the
’Mechanical’ tool within the Ansys software. A
parallelepipedic solid of thickness 7.2mm and a square
base of lateral size 21mm is meshed with rectangular
cuboid elements (see Fig. 7). They possess 8
nodes per face and 3 degrees-of-freedom per node,
corresponding to translations in the three directions.
Their characteristic size is 0.72mm (a value that has
been checked to be small enough to ensure convergence
of the calculations) so that the reference model of Fig. 7
contains a total of 9000 elements and 40641 degrees of
freedom. The elements are used with homogeneous,
isotropic, linear elastic solid behaviour. The Poisson’s
ratio, Young’s modulus and coefficient of linear thermal
expansion are taken equal to typical values for Sylgard
184 PDMS: respectively 0.49 [36, 37], 1.8MPa (as
measured independently from the relationship between
contact area and normal load of a PDMS sphere/glass
plane, using Hertz’ contact model [38] ; method and
values similar to [12]) and 3.2×10−4 ◦C−1 [37].
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Figure 3: Topography analysis (illustrated on the sample cured with a single-step protocol at 80 ◦C). (a)
Cropped topography, from which the average plane has been removed. Discarded points are in
white (aberrant points and central square). Black lines: iso-height curves at z=4, 8, 14, 20 and
26µm. (b) Fitted paraboloid, with the same iso-height curves (ellipses) as in (a). Definition of the
principal axes, x′ and y′, and their angle θ with respect to the (x, y) frame. (c) Cut across the
fitted paraboloid along the x′ axis, superimposed with the corresponding cut across the experimental
topography. zc is illustrated.

3. Results

3.1. Topography results

In this section, we present the results of the topography
measurements, performed as described in Sec. 2.3, on
the free surface of the samples prepared using the
five different curing protocols mentioned at the end of
Sec. 2.1. Figure 4(a) shows the x′ profiles of the fitted
paraboloids, while Fig. 4(b) represents the evolution
of the smallest radius of curvature, R1, and of the
height error estimator, zc, as a function of the curing
protocol. For the single-step protocols, a flatness
error is robustly found but it decreases as the curing
temperature decreases: zc is as high as 24µm (R1 ≃

1m) at 80 ◦C, but drops to values as small as about
3µm (R1 ≃ 7.8m) at 25 ◦C. Note that, for single step
protocols at 50 and 80 ◦C, R1 and R2 are almost equal,
indicating a residual shape of the free surface being
axi-symmetric around the point (x′ = 0, y′ = 0). In
constrast, at 25 ◦C, we find an anisotropic topography,
with R2 ≃ 5R1, i.e. the surface is flatter along the y′

axis.
Importantly, we check that the flatness error

on the PDMS’ free surface does not come from an
unwanted shape of either the milled aluminum mold
or of the glass lid. To do that, we first measure the
topography of the excavated face of the mold, and
apply the exact same analysis as for the PDMS surface.
We find R1 ≃ 8.1m and R2 >> R1, two features
that closely match the results found on the PDMS’
free surface after the single step curing at 25 ◦C. Such
a matching strongly suggests that the residual shape
found at this temperature is not a replication error, but

a faithful replication of a non perfectly flat aluminum
mold. This conclusion is further substantiated by our
second topography measurement, made on the lid in
its clamped position (to account for possible bending
effect due to clamping). Indeed, in that case, we find
that the topography has a Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of only about 25 nm with respect to a perfect
plane, thus excluding any artifact due to the lid.

Crucially, the two two-steps protocols are both
found to produce very small residual shapes, charac-
terized by (on the example of our ”solution protocol”):
R1 ≃ 11.7m, R2 ≃ 32.1m, zc ≃ 2.4µm (see Fig. 4).
Those values are very similar to that obtained for the
single-step protocol at 25◦C.

Importantly for our upcoming discussion, two
additional samples prepared using the single-step
protocol at 80◦C were found to produce a negligible
shape error: (i) a sample with a thickness of 0.72mm,
i.e. 10 times smaller than all our other samples (R1 ≃

11.07m, R2 ≃ 38.53m, zc ≃ 2.21µm) and (ii) a sample
with the very same sizes as our reference samples, but
peeled off from its glass substrate (R1 ≃ 11.04m,
R2 ≃ 36.26m, zc ≃ 2.22µm). Those results will
be compared in Sec. 4.4 to dedicated finite elements
results described in Sec. 3.4.

3.2. Hardness results

We have performed a study of the evolution of the
sample hardness (measured as described in Sec 2.3)
as a function of the curing time at 25 ◦C. The results
are shown on Fig. 5, over a total time longer than
a year. As one can see from the alignment of the
points in semi-logarithmic scale (inset of Fig. 5), the
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Figure 4: (a) Profiles along x′ (showing the smallest
radius of curvature, R1) of the fitted
paraboloid of the PDMS’s free surface, for
the various curing protocols. For each case,
zc is directly readable as the largest height
reached on this plot. (b) Evolution of the
mean values of R1 (left axis) and zc (right
axis) as a function of the curing protocol.
Error bars are the minimum and maximum
observed values. Symbols are the results of
the finite element calculations reported in
Sec. 3.4.

hardness increases logarithmically with curing time,
until reaching a plateau at 43±2 shore A after about
100 days. In particular, a hardness of only about
25±5 shore A is reached after 48 h at 25 ◦C, which
corresponds to our single-step protocol with the lowest
temperature. Note that the hardness plateau, reached
while keeping the sample at 25 ◦C, was found to
increase slightly with the temperature of the initial
curing phase, e.g., 46.5±1.5 shore A for an initial curing
of 5h30 at 50 ◦C and 49.5±1.5 shore A for an initial
curing of 1h30 at 80 ◦C.

Importantly, the two-steps protocols are found
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Figure 5: Evolution of the hardness as a function of
cross-linking time at 25 ◦C. Each symbol
(error bar) is the mean value (standard de-
viation) over the five measurements per-
formed on the same sample (see Sec. 2.3).
The data include different samples made
using different batches. Inset: same data
in semi-logarithmic scales. Line: guide for
the eye indicating a logarithmic trend.

to ensure a final hardness already on a plateau at
a value higher than about 43 shore A, indicating a
fully completed cross-linking reaction, after a protocol
duration of only 26 h (”solution protocol”) or 48 h
(”alternative solution protocol”).

3.3. Rheology results

Figure 6 shows the evolution ofG′ andG′′ (measured as
described in Sec. 2.2) as a function of the cross-linking
time, for four different cross-linking temperatures:
40, 70, 80 and 100◦C. Note that these results agree
quantitatively with those of [39]. The point at which
a cross-linking PDMS sample switches from a liquid-
dominated behaviour to a solid-dominated one is the
so-called gel point [40]. The gel point is commonly
estimated as the point at which, during cross-linking,
G′ and G′′ become equal [41]. Figure 6 shows that
the gel point (symbols) is reached after a shorter time
for larger temperatures. Note that the origin of time
in this analysis is taken as the instant at which the
target temperature is reached in the rheometer, i.e.
after about an incompressible 1h30 period dedicated
to mixture, degassing, transport to the rheometer and
heating ramp to the target temperature.

The inset of Fig. 6 represents the gel time,
GT , as a function of cross-linking temperature. As
emphasized by the semi-log representation, the gel
time vs temperature evolution is well captured by
an Arrhenius law (also see [42]) of the type GT ∼
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e
Ea

RT , where R is the universal gas constant, T is the
absolute cross-linking temperature and Ea is the cross-
linking activation energy. Extrapolation of the fitted
Arrhenius law (see solid line in inset of Fig. 6) to 25◦C
enables estimating the gel time associated with a cross-
linking at 25◦C to about 11 h.

3.4. Finite element results

We perform static finite element calculations (see
methods described in Sec. 2.4) aimed at representing
the thermal contraction undergone by our samples
when cooling from the curing temperature down to the
room/operating temperature. A parallelepiped with
the same dimensions and material properties as in our
experiments is considered. Its faces are all stress-free,
except for the bottom face, the nodes of which are fixed
in their initial position, to model the fact that, in the
experiments, the sample is stuck to its rigid glass plate.

Our reference calculation corresponds to a drop
of temperature from 80 ◦C (the curing temperature)
down to 20 ◦C (a good estimate of the room
temperature). As shown in Fig. 7, the initially
perfectly parallelepipedic sample (at 80 ◦C) ends up
having a shape characterized by a concave top
surface. Such a feature is in perfect qualitative
agreement with our observations of Sec. 3.1. More
quantitatively, we fit the concave topography of the
top surface of the simulated stuck sample, with the
same elliptical paraboloid function used in Sec. 2.3 for

Figure 7: Reference finite element simulation. Cool-
ing of a parallelepipedic PDMS block, stuck
to a rigid surface at its bottom boundary,
from 80 ◦C down to 20 ◦C. The color code
indicates vertical displacement, in m, from
red (zero displacement at the reference bot-
tom boundary) to blue (maximum down-
ward/negative displacement).

our experimental samples. Again, the fitting quality is
good (R2 = 0.996) and provides R1 = R2 = 0.68m,
yielding zc ≃ 36µm. Similar calculations using an
initial temperature of 50 ◦C (resp. 25 ◦C) instead of
80 ◦C led to R1 = R2 = 1.38m (resp. R1 = R2 =
8.28m) and zc ≃ 18µm (resp. zc ≃ 3µm). Those
values are in good quantitative agreement with those
found experimentally for single-step protocols at the
same curing temperatures (see Fig. 4(b)).

We ran three additional finite element calculations
(see Fig. 8), in which a single feature was varied at a
time, compared to the reference calculation of Fig. 7.
In the first one, we test a potential influence of the
overall sample size, while the last two calculations are
meant to simulate the thermal contraction expected in
the two additional experiments described at the end of
Sec. 3.1.

Figure 8(a) presents the results of a simulation in
which all sizes of the sample are divided by a factor
of 105, so that the sample’s lateral size is reduced to
210 nm. We can see that the exact same geometrical
shape is recovered, with vertical displacements of the
top free surface being 105 times smaller than in the
reference simulation of Fig. 7.

Figure 8(b) presents the results of a simulation in
which the sample thickness has been divided by 10,
while the lateral sizes are kept unchanged. The final
shape is now very different from the reference case of
Fig. 7. The top free surface is now essentially flat over
a large central region, while deviations from flatness
are localized around the periphery of the sample.

Figure 8(c) presents the results of our last
calculation, with the same geometry as the reference
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Figure 8: Additional finite element simulations, rep-
resented in the same way as in Fig. 7. (a)
Same as reference simulation of Fig. 7, but
for a sample with all dimensions and mesh
size divided by a factor of 105. (b) Same as
reference simulation, but for a sample with
a thickness divided by a factor of 10. The
volume is meshed with rectangular cuboid
elements of characteristic size 300µm. (c)
Same volume and mesh as reference simu-
lation, but when all faces are stress-free.

one except that the bottom face is also stress-
free. As can be seen, the sample keeps its perfect
parallelepipedic shape, and only shrinks isotropically.

4. Discussion

4.1. Replication shape errors can be avoided with a

two-steps curing protocol

As we have seen in Sec. 3.1, samples prepared
with a single-step curing protocol suffer from a
systematic shape error, which increases with the curing
temperature (see Fig. 4) and only vanishes when
the curing temperature is sufficiently close to the
final operating temperature (in our case the room
temperature, about 20 ◦C). Our results of Sec. 3.2 have
also shown that, when curing is performed close to the
room temperature, the curing time necessary to fully
complete the cross-linking reaction is about 100 days
(see Fig. 5). Such a duration is a very inconvenient
time for sample preparation, much longer than any
time used in the protocols from the literature. In this
context, we conclude that there is no single-step curing
protocol that both avoids replication errors and reaches
full cross-linking within a reasonable time (say at most
a couple of days).

In contrast, our two-steps ”solution protocol”
(resp. ”alternative solution protocol”) does enable
simultaneously a negligible shape error (see Fig. 4)
and a fully completed cross-linking (the hardness has
already reached the 43 shore A plateau visible in
Fig. 5), within less than 26h (resp. 48 h). We thus
recommend to use our ”solution” protocol (described
in the end of Sec. 2.1) whenever a faithful molding
is required with PDMS Sylgard 184. Note that our
solution protocol is in line with the study of Wong [43],
who proposed a two-steps protocol to avoid global
curvature of PDMS sample cured in a temperature
gradient.

4.2. Discussion of the solution protocol

The rationale behind our two-steps ”solution protocol”
is the following, and is similar to that discussed in [43].
As seen in section 3.1, to avoid/minimize replication
errors, one needs to start curing the sample at the
temperature at which it will be subsequently used.
This is why the first step is a curing step at 25◦C.
The duration of this first step needs to be as short as
possible, for the sake of sample production logistics,
but long enough for the sample to reach a stable
macroscopic shape. The latter requirement amounts to
pass the gel time, which marks the transition to a solid
state of the sample. As estimated in Sec. 3.3, at 25◦C,
the gel time is about 11 h, i.e. shorter than the 24h of
the first curing step of our ”solution protocol”, strongly
suggesting that the PDMS sample is already solidified
at the end of this first step. This is confirmed by
the fact that demolding is fully possible at that stage.
This conservative value of 24 h has proved to ensure
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safe replication in various atmospheric conditions, and
irrespective of the PDMS batch.

The role of the second curing step at a higher
temperature of 80 ◦C is then to complete the cross-
linking reaction within a much shorter time than the
100 days that would be necessary at 25 ◦C (see Fig. 5).
This acceleration of the reaction is found to be efficient,
without generating any additional replication error.
Completion of the cross-linking reaction is indicated
by a hardness very close to the plateau value (43 shore
A) while, after the first curing step, it is still smaller
than 25 shore A (the value after 48 h at 25 ◦C, already
mentioned in Sec. 3.2).

It is interesting to note that the moment at which
demolding is performed is also important. Indeed, for
a second curing step of 24 h at 50 ◦C, when demolding
only after the second curing step, we find replication
errors zc ≃ 6.0µm, larger than what is found when
demolding between the two curing steps (zc ≃ 3.1µm).
We currently lack an explanation for this observation.

4.3. Origin of replication errors: thermal contraction

As we have seen, the observed replication errors are
directly related to the curing temperature used to reach
the gel time ; in addition, those errors vanish when
the curing temperature is equal to the final operating
temperature of the PDMS sample. In this context, we
hypothesize that the observed shape errors are related
to the thermal contraction occurring when cooling the
sample, from the temperature at which it reached
the gel point down to room temperature. Note that
the former temperature is the curing temperature for
single-step protocols, but is 25◦C (the temperature
of the first curing step) for our two-steps protocols.
The finite element results of Sec. 2.4 strongly suggest
that this hypothesis is valid. Indeed, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), the finite element results provide a good
global quantitative agreement with the measurements
of R1 and zc obtained for the single-step protocols.
Consistently with our hypothesis, for the two-steps
protocols, the shape errors are almost equal to those
of the 25◦C single-step protocol.

Based on this extensive quantitative agreement
between experiments and simulations, we can thus
conclude that boundary-frustrated thermal contraction
(the single ingredient accounted for in our finite
element calculations) is the dominant phenomenon
responsible for the replication errors observed with
single-step protocols at a curing temperature higher
than the final operating temperature of the sample.
Note that we cannot exclude the possibility that
another sample contraction occurs in our experiments,
which would be associated with the cross-linking
reaction and polymer-network formation rather with
the sample’s cooling phase. But if present, such an

effect must be much smaller than that of the post-gel-
point thermal contraction, because the latter already
quantitatively captures most of the observations
without any adjustable parameter. In addition, we
expect that such a curing-originated contraction would
occur systematically, irrespective of the details of the
curing protocol, which would not explain why the
observed shape error is strongly curing-temperature-
dependent, nor why it vanishes with our two-steps
protocols.

4.4. General implications on replication shape errors

Let us now discuss the implications of thermal
contraction being the physical origin of the observed
replication shape errors. The first implication is
that the effect is expected to be active not only at
the centimetric scale of our experiments, but also at
any length scale including, e.g., nanometric scales.
Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a), for any homothetic
skrinking of the system considered in the reference
calculation of Fig. 7, the final geometrical shape will
be exactly the same, in the sense that all sizes in
all directions will be scaled down by the same factor.
Thus, replication errors due to thermal contraction are
generically expected, irrespective of the length scale of
the sample, down to the nanoscales.

The second implication is that a change in the
aspect ratio of the sample will affect the shape error.
As one can see in Fig. 8(b), where the sample thickness
has been divided by 10 without changing the horizontal
dimensions, the final shape is now very different from
the reference case of Fig. 7. The top free surface
is now essentially flat over a large central region,
a feature which is in perfect agreement with the
negligible shape error measured experimentally in the
central part of the free surface of a sample with the
same dimensions (see end of Sec. 3.1). Deviations
from flatness are localized around the periphery of
the sample. Such a shape indicates that the flatness
error on a parallelepipedic sample is an edge effect,
affecting the top surface topography only over a lateral
size of order the sample’s thickness. In this context,
we speculate that the fact that replicated surface
textures (including those at nanoscale) often have
a much smaller out-of-plane size than its in-plane
dimensions [44, 45, 24] is a potential explanation of
why replication shape errors have mainly remained
unnoticed.

The third implication is that the final shape
observed in Fig. 7 is fundamentally related to the
fact that the PDMS is stuck to the rigid glass plate
(represented by fixed nodes at the bottom face in
the reference finite element calculations): at the
PDMS/glass interface, no displacement is allowed,
which impedes the homothetic size-change of the
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sample that would occur if the sample was free of
any boundary constraint (as seen e.g. in [21]). And
indeed, both the additional finite element calculation
with free nodes at the bottom face (see Fig. 8(c)) and
the topography measurements performed on a sample
that was peeled off from its glass substrate (see end of
Sec. 3.1) do indicate an absence of shape error in those
fully stress free boundary conditions. Given that many
PDMS samples are completely removed from their
mold before subsequent use, thermal contraction will
mainly cause a global size error, but with presumably
little shape error, which provides another potential
explanation of why shape errors during replication are
not systematically observable.

4.5. Further comments

Note that sample shrinkage associated with PDMS cur-
ing at higher-than-room-temperature had previously
been investigated in relation with replication. For in-
stance, for fully demolded samples, it was shown to
be responsible for too small sample dimensions, by up
to a few percents, an effect possibly compensated by
using a mold adequately larger than the final desired
size [21, 45]. The same effect was also found responsible
for debonding between PDMS and a copper electrode
in neural prosthesis applications [46] or for a global
curvature in fully demolded samples cured in a tem-
perature gradient on a hot plate [43]. We emphasize
that, here, we showed that the effect is also relevant for
samples submitted to a homogeneous curing tempera-
ture (in an oven), and which are not fully demolded
but remain perfectly stuck on a rigid substrate. Fi-
nally, in other contexts, the same thermal effect, which
is a problem for replication, has instead been taken ad-
vantage of to measure the Poisson ratio and coefficient
of thermal expansion of PDMS Sylgard 184 [37].

Finally, also note that we observed an additional
evolution of the sample shape over very long timescales
(typically months), characterized by an increase of zc
(by typical amounts of a few µm) and a reduction of the
anisotropy of the flatness error, when any. Such aging
of the samples occurs at constant, room temperature,
and is thus of a different physical origin from that
relevant during the initial curing protocol. Explaining
the origin of such aging is beyond the scope of the
present work, but may constitute an interesting topic
for future studies.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we questioned the replication quality of
samples with a nominally flat surface using PDMS
Sylgard 184. We first showed that most of the
single-step curing protocols used in the literature yield

flatness errors of typical order tens of micrometers out-
of-plane over 1 cm along the plane (Sec. 3.1). Such
errors are expected to be generally problematic, in
particular for all applications in which the surface
needs to be brought into contact with another flat solid,
like in tribology [17] or in microfluidics [47].

We showed that this effect arises when the thermal
contraction of the PDMS sample, when cooling from
the temperature at which it reached the gel point down
to its final operating temperature, is frustrated by
some mechanical constraint (Secs. 4.3 and 4.4). In our
case, frustration was due to the fact that the sample
was molded directly on its final rigid substrate (a
glass plate). As a counter-measure, we have identified
a two-steps curing protocol (the ”solution” protocol
described in the end of Sec. 2.1) that enables faithful
mold replication. Its main features are first to reach
the gel point of the PDMS through an initial curing
step at the final operating temperature, and then
to complete cross-linking within a reasonable time
through a higher-temperature second curing step.

Our ”solution” protocol will be useful in any
situation in which a good control of the sample’s shape
is required. Identifying thermal contraction as the
physical origin of the identified replication error implies
that those errors are expected at any length scale, and
that they strongly depend on the sample’s aspect ratio
and boundary conditions. Although our results have
been obtained on parallelepipedic samples, we expect
that the insights brought will be useful to develop
mitigation strategies against replication errors that will
be suitable in any other sample geometry.

Conversely, the insights we provided about the
physical origin of the final shape of replicated PDMS
samples may open the way to the production of
desired deviations to flatness, tunable through the
curing protocol. For instance, one could prepare
curved micro-fluidic channels that may be useful in
cell trapping [48] or molds for microlenses useful for
instance for robot vision [31].
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